: Quantile-Quantile plots for the 30 datasets. Each plot compares the quantiles of the Pearson correlations between a gene' aGCH profile and its expression profile for each gene in the dataset, with the quantiles obtained from two random datasets containing the same number of samples. 
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Richard Newton * , Lorenz Wernisch, MRC Biostatistics Unit, Cambridge, United Kingdom * e-mail: richard.newton@mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk Figure S1 : Quantile-Quantile plots for the 30 datasets. Each plot compares the quantiles of the Pearson correlations between a gene' aGCH profile and its expression profile for each gene in the dataset, with the quantiles obtained from two random datasets containing the same number of samples. 
Assessment of Correlation methods
We investigated the use of four different correlation methods, namely Pearson, Spearman, partial and partial on ranks. Partial correlations were calculated using the R package GeneNet [1, 2] . Computational reasons restricted the maximum number of genes for a partial correlation analysis to 15000. So all four methods were applied to a subset of the data restricted to a maximum of 15000 genes. Those data sets with more than this number of genes were reduced in size by taking the 15000 genes with the maximum variance of expression. The performance of the four correlation methods was assessed and compared using the consistency of predictions from a cross-validation analysis. Each data set was studied independently. A data set was randomly divided into two equal sized cross-validation data sets, and two lists of correlation p -values were calculated from each of these, for all the genes in the data set. The correlation being between a gene's aCGH profile and its expression profile. The genes were ordered by increasing p -value. We then needed to compare the two lists. One approach would be a rank correlation method such as Kendall's τ . The lists we are comparing are however very long (up to 15000 genes) and in practice we are interested in only the top most significant genes, but Kendall's τ places equal weight on the rankings of genes anywhere in the list. We therefore adopted a method which takes the top genes in one list (a gene-set) and looks at their ranks in the second list, and vice-versa. In order to treat all correlation methods and data sets equally in this comparison analysis we took the top genes to be the top s genes in a list in all cases. The size of the gene-set s was arbitrarily chosen to be 10. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (R function ks.test) was used to test whether the gene-set derived from the first half of the data set was enriched in the ordered list from the second half of the data set. For each data set this procedure was repeated ten times, that is, on ten random divisions of the data set. And the procedure was carried out for each of the four correlation methods. The result was a mean and range of cross-validation enrichment scores for each data set, for each correlation method. These values were used to compare the consistency of prediction of the different correlation methods. p -values were derived for the enrichment scores by randomising the gene labels of each half data set, after having randomly divided a data set into two equal sized cross-validation data sets, and performing the test as described, and repeating 1000 times in order to generate a null distribution of enrichment scores. Figure S2 plots the average enrichment score for each data set using Pearson correlation against the average obtained using Spearman correlation. The plot indicates Pearson and Spearman correlation give similar results, but Spearman gives slightly greater consistency for a majority of the data sets. This would be expected since Spearman, being a ranked based correlation is less sensitive to outliers in the data. Figure S3 plots the average enrichment scores obtained using partial correlation against the averages obtained using Spearman correlation. The plot indicates Spearman correlation gives greater consistency than partial correlation. The analysis was repeated using partial correlation on ranks which gave similar results to the partial correlation results. Figure S4 : Clustering datasets according to aCGH variance of genes. The top 10 genes from one dataset were used as a gene-set and scored for enrichment in the second half, and vice-versa. The two enrichment scores were averaged and this value minus one used as a distance measure for clustering, using Ward's method. The nine datasets with low within dataset consistency (see Figure 1 main text) were excluded from the clustering (pr=prostate, lg=lung, oa=oesophageal, ly=lymphoma, bl=bladder, br=breast, ne=neuroblastoma, pl=pleural, ps=myeloma, pn=pancreas, ga=gastric, bn=glioma). ZNF623  CHD7  TERF1  RAD21  E2F5  ZNF7  SIN3A  TSHZ1  ADAR  YWHAE  ZZZ3  ZNF133  ZNF451  YEATS4  ZNF184  SMARCA4  FOXJ3  TCEB1  UBP1  ZNF250  TP53BP2  ATF6  RB1CC1  FOXK2  RPA1  SMAD5  TAF12  ZNF304  ZNF24  NFX1  DDB1  TBPL1  NFYC  YY1  TCF12  TRRAP  NCOA6  ARNT  ABL1  RPA3  SMAD4  ZNF331 Num. Targets   0   5   10   15   20   25   a   ZNF623  CHD7  TERF1  RAD21  E2F5  ZNF7  SIN3A  TSHZ1  ADAR  YWHAE  ZZZ3  ZNF133  ZNF451  YEATS4  ZNF184  SMARCA4  FOXJ3  TCEB1  UBP1  ZNF250  TP53BP2  ATF6  RB1CC1  FOXK2  RPA1  SMAD5  TAF12  ZNF304  ZNF24  NFX1  DDB1  TBPL1  NFYC  YY1  TCF12  TRRAP  NCOA6  ARNT  ABL1  RPA3  SMAD4 Chr = Chromosome, Locus = Gene locus, N = number of datasets with significant correlation (B-H adjusted p -value < 0.05), the first row immediately below pathologies gives total number of datasets with that pathology, the following row gives the total number of datasets with more than 30 samples with that pathology.
